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outside of Felton for 
their fall 
rush paintball war. 
It was a cool,
 clear morning 
in the Santa 
Cruz 
Mounthins,  11 
but it 
was not 
quiet. The sound 
of paintball 
guns  
being fired off 
rang out through 
the forest. 





bers of the Delta 
Upsilon fraterni-
ty had gotten up 
early Saturday 












many boys who 




dressed in camouflage outfits, 
and 
some  even had their own 
paintball guns. 
The rules were 
explained
 by 
the owner, Ronald Chick. 
"Seventy per -
The outdoors is 
more  realistic. 








fraternity  member 
Sessman
 about 
the  choice of 
location.
 "It's a bet-






Cheadle II agreed. 
"Indoor 




By the thee 
everyerie  arrived 
at 10:45 
a.m,  just outside of 






 most of the 
cent of the rules 
are because of 
me," said Chick, a 
self -professed 
class clown and 
bender
 of rules. 
The day con-
sisted of three dif-











A kill results 
when  you get hit 
by a paintball and 
it breaks on you; 
if it hits you and 
bounces off, it is 




gentle slope wan 
rows of ply-
wood barricades,
















There was some truth
 to this 
as the name referred to the
 
intense crossfire. This was 




Briar  Pr awe/ 
S;., s,111 1)4111V 
Matt Cluin, a member
 of Delta Upsilon  
Fraternity,
 runs for cover in 
The games were played
 at The Adventure 
Game
 (TAG) in the 
a 
paintball  game that was 
planned  by the fraternity
 for Rush Week. 
Santa  Cruz Mountains on 
Saturday. 
Speedball field and





 to fire 
off round 
after round 





and no one com-
plained about
 wasting ammo. 
To kill the enemy was still the 
sole object of the game. The 
field had trees and more places 
to hide, which made planning 
Brian 
Prince/ Spartan Daily 
Delta Upsilon rushee. Esteban 
Monge,  Jose Balle and Jonathan Merman tell war stories after a 
day of playing paintball on Saturday. 
Tnis is the 
third  
semester  
the  fraternity has had 
this
 event dur-






signal  the 
start

















not be able 







 important and 
many people quickly 
learned  to 
yell for their 









 field of 























 on a 
slope 
with




opposite  ends 
of the field,
 the 
object was to 











Everyone  was 
battered  and 
bruised but went
 away happy. 
No one was
















I had never been paintballing 
before, nor had I ever wanted to. 
So when I was told my first 
story for the Spartan Daily 
would 50 to cover the Delta 
Upsilon fraternity paintball 
war, images of "Lord of the 
Flies" by William Golding imme-
diately came
 to mind. 
Upon arriving at the Delta 
Upsilon house at 8 a.m. on 
Saturday, many of my delusions 
proved rash. The brothers were 
not the 
savages  of my imagina-
tion but were in fact quite 
frien .y. 
Alter a 
quick  breakfast at 
Jack in the Box, about 
20 mem-
bers and prospective 
members 
of Delta Upsilon and I headed 
for the  Santa Cruz Mountains. 
Arriving at 
the  location run 
by The Adventure Game paint -
ball field just outside of Felton 
at 10:45 a.m., I finally found 
some of the
 images I had expect-
ed. The 
overwhelming  majority 
of the participants were male, 
many 
in full camouflage with 
their own paintball guns. 
While I had 
expected to find 
mostly males interested in play-
ing 
war,  I had not anticipated 
finding as many 
children  as 




 with their fathers 
and some 
worki  ag for the paint -
ball field, 
were
 there. Maybe 
"Lord of the 
Flies"  wouid not 
prove
 so far from the 
truth after 
all. 
However,  even 
they  proved 
no








 to every 
one













 was against the 
rules for example. 
Speedball was the 
name of 
the first game.
 Played on a slope 
with rows of hideouts, the game 
was very fast paced but not very 
interesting. 
After a short 
break,  the next 
game  was played in the forest. 
As soon  as the whistle start-
ing the game was blown, 
I ran 
as far as I could and dove 
behind a 
bunker  made of fallen 
branches. There I 
took  a few 
shots but quickly realized that 
the enemy was too far away to 
hit. I decided to 
make
 a run fur-
ther up field. As 
I ran I could 
hear paintballs whizzing by me. 
After a short time the 
teams 
became scattered Orange arm-
bands were the only way of iden-
tifying your 
teammates  from 
the enemy, 
so
 friendly fire 
became an 
issue  
You shoot at 
who s shooting 
at you," said Kirk Brassfield,  
who is rushing Delta Upsilon, 
about identifying the enemy. 
Participants described the 
third game as being more chal-
See  Paintball, 
page  9 
Dow Jones 
dives deep 
By Lisa Atarie F. Arellaao
 
Staff Writer 
Silicon Valley investors held 
their
 breath as the Dow Jones 





market fell more than 
500 points, closing below the 
8,000
 
mark for the 




Financial analysts blame 
Monday's sharp decline 
on the 
Russian parliamentary crisis 
and reports of North Korea fir-
ing test missiles over Japan. 
Today's
 














 biggest percentage drop 
for a 
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Greek life 
a 












Fraternities and sororities 
try-
ng 
to woo new 
members  will be 
throwing free 
parties,  barbecues 
and sporting events that 
any San 
Jose State 





their Rush Week with informa-
tional tables in front of the 
Student Union that answer ques-
tions about a particular fraterni-
ty or sorority. These 
tables are 
also a way of letting people know 
they are on campus. Throughout 
Rush Week, all of the 
fraternities 
and a
-me of the sororities offer a 
string of social and 
sporting  
events that any SJSU student 
can attend to get a glimpse
 of 
Greek life. 
Rush Week at SJSU begins on 
different days and is made up of 
different 




fraternity or sorority 
is associated 
with any other orga-
nization
 that regulates their
 
activities.
 The two major 
"umbrella" organizations
 at 
SJSU are the Inter Fraternity 
Council, with 12 fraternities at 
SJSU, and the National 
Panhellenic Council, which has 







approach  to Rush Week. Instead 
of competing against one another 
for prospective members, 
Panhellenic sororities Alpha Phi, 
Delta Gamma, Delta Zeta, Alpha 
Omicron Pi and Kappa Delta 
gather all their prospective mem-
bers into 
groups and give them 
tours of each house. 
"All of the girls are broken up 
into different groups so they can 
See Rush, page 8 
Kevin Sullivan/ 1, 
Seniors Gordan Lau 
and  Debbie Peck take a rest in front of the Pi 





A public forum 
was held 
Monday evening at the San Jose 
Convention Center concerning 
the city 
of
 San Jose and San 
Jose State 
University's  joint 
library project, a project that 
will bring San Jose and SJSU's 
book collections under one roof. 
The forum was sponsored by 
the Joint Library
 Users Group 
to discuss 
what has been accom-
plished and to respond to a pub-
lic question and answer session. 
Gordon Carrier began the 












































































starting  to 







Most  of them will 
be retired 
by the year 
2030. Is this












million  not 
working.  





 and 140 
mil-
lion not 
working.  The 








 me, but I am 
a strong believer
 of this 
system. 
America 




that has its ups 




 to get out of 
trouble  safely. 
One-third  of all 
Americans





for  them when 
they
 
retire. I also 
want  to think like 
that
 when I hear 
on the news 
that in 1950 there 
were
 17 workers 
supporting each 
retiree, and by the 
time the 
baby boomers 
retire  there will be 
only  two work-
ers for each retired 
person.  
Every time I get a paycheck
 from work, most 
of the money I pay to the 
government goes to 
Social Security. I 
always  tell my friends I'm 
not
 
ready to retire any time
 soon and money for my 
retirement is already being collected. The 
only
 
thing I did not realize is 
the Social Security 
office does
 not have a little pink piggy -bank with 
a smi ley face sticker that 
says:  "Katrina's money 
 DO NOT TOUCH." The
 money I and every 
American worker pay goes to people that are 
retired right 
now. 
For many people 
this
 is a problem. Why 
should they pay fir someone else and not even 
be sure they will get the same support? 
The one idea I read about and really like is 
to raise the retirement 
age.
 Right now people 
can take early retirement at the age of 62 and 
everyone is able to retire at the age of 65. In 
1935 when 
the social security program started, 
the life expectancy was 63 and now it's 76. It 
seems as if at the age of 65 a lot of people are 
still capable of holding at least a part-time job 
for another couple of years. 
The baby boomers showed up in this world 
with nothing and they are leaving with a few -
trillion -dollar pension fund, more money than 
any previous generation got. According to this, 
the 
baby  boomers are not doing bad. For now, 
the best idea is to just 
multiply
 and make sure 
to raise the kids as caring liberals who are 
con-
cerned about the elderly.
 





























in all shapes and sizes. 
Some even have stuffed animal 
heads on them. But beware because 
these innocent articles of everyday life 
can be a 
danger to your health. 
I'm talking about
 slippers. Yes, slip-
pers. This caution may seem silly, but it's 
true. I've seen the pain and destruction 
they can cause and I'm 
here to warn 
everyone who will appreciate the informa-
tion. The following three examples led me 
to limit my use of slipper wear and will 
forever be embedded in my mind. 
The names of the victims in the follow-




Cindy was cleaning her kitchen one evening
 
when she decided to take out the trash. Since she 
was not wearing any shoes
 she quickly found her 
slippers and was on her way to the trash
 bin outside. 
Returning to her apartment, Cindy tripped when
 
the tip of her slipper awkwardly
 hit the pavement. 
She lost control of her 
body
 and hit the floor. She 
was bruised, bloodied and was missing a patch of 
skin that was now stuck to the floor. 
Incident 
Two: 
Jan was making a quick stop at the grocery store 
one 
afternoon  and had found a great parking spot 
up close. As she got out of her car, which was parked 
next to a small concrete island with a tree and some
 
flowers,  she decided to take a shortcut. As she made 
her way across the mini -island she had a close 
encounter of the curb kind and scraped her knees 
and hands. The cause was simply a lack




It was the first 
day  of the semester 
and Marsha was at 
home getting  ready. 
As she pulled on her socks she remem-
bered her Nike shoes were in her car. 
Since she was running late, she decided 
to wear her slippers to the car and put 
the Nikes on there. 
Unfortunately,  her memory had failed 
her  the shoes were in her closet. Now 
that she was 
really  late, she made a mad 
dash for her 
house. 
She'd almost made it safely to the side-
walk from the street when she tripped on 
the curb and found herself face to face 
with the sidewalk, some grass and plenty 
of dirt. This sad event skinned her knee 
and bruised and scraped both hands. 
This also caused an extensive 
delay in her depar-
ture for school. 
Examining these incidents,
 one might say it was 
the fault of the slipper-wearer and not the slipper 
itself However, I've discovered what could be our 
closest link to the real cause of these
 catastrophes. 
Since 
many people wear slippers while
 in a 
relaxed
 mode, they often drag their feet. I don't
 
think that tendency
 can be avoided, but our use of 
these near
-death traps can be altered to avoid 
these 
concrete 
collisions.  People can slow down, walk care-
fully and  lift their feet. 
Once upon a time I used to enjoy the use of my 
slippers. Nowadays, I limit
 the use of my Nike slip-
pers to extremely
 lazy occasions and hot summer 
days. Most important of all, I take baby steps and 
make sure not to drag my feet. 
I sure wouldn't want to repeat what happened to 
me  I mean Marsha  on the first day of school. 




 brings such street sorrow 
Math 
may not be 
everyone's  best 
subject, 




 figure out that 
27,000  doesn't 
equal 7,346. And it 
only
 takes a sec-
ond -day student to realize that San 
Jose State University doesn't 
equal  
parking. 
SJSU is a commuter school, but 
unfortunately, it doesn't strive to 
accommodate commuters
 who have 
a vehicle to park. 
According to Dick Staley, SJSU 
employee trapsixirtation coordina-
tor,
 most of the approximately 
27,000 students drive to school. 
However, the parking garages have a 
total
 of 7,346 spaces, leaving more 
than  just a few people 















 It seems 
that the 
school  is quick to 
sell the 
permits,
 but slow to 
provide the 
goods. Students assume
 their $81 
semester parking
 permit guarantees 
them a parking 
space  on campus. 
That's not an unreasonable 
assump-
tion. 
Staley said part of the problem 
rests on the scLool's downtown 
loca-
tion, which 
is already short on park -
Eini'oini.
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choose to take 
classes
 
between 8 a.m. 
and 1 p.m., 
when most 
classes are scheduled to accommo-
date the majority of the students. 
If SJSU knows what is causing 
the parking space drought, why isn't 
a solution on the way? 
Sgt. Leon Aguirre of the 
University Police
 Department said 
the park
-and
-ride lot on Seventh 
Street  across from Spartan 
Stadium 
has never been filled. 
It may be 
because 
students
 don't want to 
ADVERTISING  
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Art

















Chen,  Mario De Palma.
 Michael 
Fionto,
 Adis Latimer*, Dan Vim Der Putt, 





 Stephen Orient his Show 
Photo Jbn 
Malay  
Preened.* Mail= Butte 
arrive even earlier just to catch a 
ride to the campus. Another alterna-
tive is public 
transportation.  
Still another option for students is 
to schedule more afternoon and 
evening classes, therby avoiding 
peak -hour
 parking hassles. 
However, what we want to know 
is this: Why should these be the only 
solutions? 
SJSU's three parking garages just 
aren't enough. A re-evaluation of the 
parking crunch needs to  take place 
now before the situation worsens. 
For now, students can come to 
























































































































































































































 irate, but 
believe it or not
 there's 
something 
holding  me back. 
While I 




 my eyes to the 
beat
 of Ted Koppel's 
per-
fect
 pronunciation of 
presidential  stain, some-
body 
took  the Spartan
 Pub. 
My spiritual center
 has been gutted. 
Now San Jose 
State University is pouring 
salt, grease and 
sesame seeds in my wounds by 
replacing
 its pub with fast-food pizza and burg-
ers. 
They've taken a friendly and inviting little 
pub, 
the only redemption for commuter school 
hell, and they're replacing it with a Sbarro and a 
Carl's 
Jr. 
The pub was the 
only  place on campus that 
didn't want to take your money and quickly herd 
you along like cattle 
and  it's going to end up just 
another line on campus
 that leaves you poor and 
sick to your 
stomach. 
Now  there is nowhere to 
escape  the perky 
sorority  girls with 
their
 ponytails flapping
 in the 































































































 to express themselves
 on the 
Opinion page with a Letter to the Editor. 
A Letter to the Editor 
is a 200-word response to an issue
 
or point of view that has appeared 
in the Spartan Daily. 
Submissions become the property
 of the Spartan Daily 
and may be edited for clarity, grammar, libel and length. 
Submissions must contain the author's name, address, 
phone number, signature and major. 
Submissions may 
be
 put in the Letters 
to the 
Editor  box 
at the Spartan Daily Office in Dwight Bentel Hall Room 
209,  
sent  by fax to (408) 924-3237, 
e-mail  at 
SDAILY(Ojmestjsu.edu or mailed to the Spartan Daily 
Opinion Editor, School of Journalism and Mats 
Communications, San Jose State University, One 
Washington Square, San Jose, CA 
95192-0149. 
Editorials are written by, and are the consensus of, 
the Spartan Daily editors, not  the staff. 
Published opinions and advertisements do not necessarily 
reflect the views of the Spartan Daily, the School of Journalism 
and Mass 
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takes a look at the 
other
 
teams in the 







































members of the Delta Upsilon 
fraternity gathered Saturday 
outside of Felton for 
their fall 
rush paintball war. 
It was 
a cool, clear 
morning
 
in the Santa 
Cruz Mountains, 
but
 it was not 
quiet.  The sound 
of 
paintball guns 
being  fired off 
rang out through 
the forest. 
A group of 
about 20 fraterni-
ty brothers and 
prospective mem-
bers of the Delta 
Upsilon
 fraterni-
ty had gotten up 
early Saturday 
morning for the 
paintball war. 
"The outdoors 























and  some even 
had their own 
paintball 
guns. 






















the choice of location. "It's a bet-




 II agreed. 
"Indoor paintball




the  time everyone arrived 
at 10:45 a.m. just 
outside of 
Felton at The Adventure Game 
paintball field, commonly 
known as TAG, 
most  of the 
cent of the rules 
are because of 
me," said 
Chick,  a 
self -professed 
class clown and 
bender






 versions of 
paintball wars 
which all had the 
pervading theme 






when you get hit 
by a paintball 
and  
it breaks on you; 
if it hits you and 
bounces off, it is 
iff not 
a kill. 
Located on a 




 the first game 
was 









 fraternity member 
Matt
 Cluin complained_  
There was some truth to this 
as 
the name referred
 to the 
intense
 crossfire. This 
was  
because a lack of 
trees on the 
Matt Cluin, a 
member  of Delta 
Upsilon  Fraternity, 
runs
 for cover in 
a paintball game
 that was planned  
by the fraternity for 
Rush Week. 
Speedball field and a general 




to fire off 
round 
after  round at 
the  enemy. 
The next 
game  was 
more
 
challenging, and no 
one com-
plained about
 wasting ammo. 
lb kill the enemy was still the 
sole object of the game. The 
field had trees and more places 
to hide, which made planning 
Brian Prince/ 
Spartan  Daily 
Delta Upsilon 
rustwes  Esteban Monge, Jose
 
Salle and Jonathan Merrinan tell war stories after a 









blown  to 
signal
 the start















tree  and 
not be 
able
 to run any 
further.  
This 
meant  that 
teamwork
 




 learned to 
Br um Pt 
wee,  
Sp.ii  
t.iii  Dail% 
The games 
were played at The Adventure Game (TAG) in the 
Santa Cruz Mountains on Saturday. 




The third game 
was  played 
on the 




 version of 
Capture 
the Flag, 
and  participants 
con-
sidered 




 the day. 
Played on 
a slope 





 ends of the 
field, the 
object was to carry the
 flag from 
the 













 but went 
away happy. 
No one was 
at a loss for 
words 
about 
their  experience. 
"Paintball  is a 
great stress 
reliever," 
Chick  said. 
Writer









 never been paintballing 
before, nor had I ever wanted to. 
So when I was told my first 
story for the Spartan
 Daily 




of "Lord of the 
Flies" by William Golding imme-
diately 
came  to mind. 
Upon arriving at the 
Delta 
Upsilon house at 8 
a.m.  on 
Saturday, many 
of
 my delusions 
proved 
rash. The brothers were 
not the savages 
of my imagina-
tion
 but were in fact quite 
frien  ,y. 
After a quick 
breakfast at 




of Delta Upsilon and
 I headed 
for  the Santa Cruz Mountains. 
Arriving  at the 
location  run 
by The Adventure Game paint -
ball field just 
outside
 of Felton 
at 10:45 a.m., I finally found 
some of the images I had expect-
ed. The overwhelming 
majority  
of the participants were male, 
many in full camouflage with 
their own paintball guns. 
While I had expected to find 
mostly males interested in play-
ing war, I had not anticipated 
finding as many children as 
there were. A total of about 10 
boys, some with their fathers 
and some worki-ig for the paint
-
ball field, were there. Maybe 
"Lord of the Flies" wouid not 
prove so far from the truth after 
all. However, even they proved 
no more rowdy than average 
boys. 
Before the first game,
 the 
rules were explained to every 
one. It was here 
that  I started to 




 much about war as about 
competition. Shooting people 
point blank 





was the name of 
the first game. Played 
on
 a slope 
with rows of hideouts, the game 
was very 
fast paced but not very 
interesting. 
After a short break, the next 
game was played in the forest. 
As soon as the whistle start-
ing the game was blown, I ran 
as far as I could and dove 
behind a 
bunker
 made of fallen 
branches. There 
I took a few 
shots but quickly realized that 
the 
enemy was too far away 
to
 
hit. I decided to 
make  a run fur-
ther up field. As I ran I could 
hear paintballs whizzing by me. 
After a short time the teams 
became scattered Grange arm-
bands were the only way of iden-
tifying your teammates
 from 
the enemy, so friendly fire 
became an 
issue 
"You shoot at who s shooting 
at you," said Kirk Brassfield,
 
who is rushing Delta Upsilon, 
about identifying the enemy. 
Participants described the 
third game as being more chal-









Valley  investors held 
their breath as the Dow Jones 
Industrial 


















Monday's sharp decline on the
 
Russian




 of North 
Korea fir-
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Greek













Fraternities  and sororities 
try-
ng to woo new 
members  will be 
throwing free parties,
 barbecues 
and sporting events that any 
San  





their Rush Week with informa-
tional tables in front of the 
Student Union that answer ques-
tions about a 
particular  fraterni-
ty or sorority.
 These tables 
are 
also a way 
of
 letting people 
know
 




Rush Week, all of the 
fraternities 
and smile of 
the  sororities offer a 
string of social and sporting
 
events that any SJSU student 











days and is 
made up of 
different






fraternity  or sorority 




 regulates their 
activities. The
 two major 
"umbrella" organizations at 
SJSU are 
the Inter Fraternity 
Council, with 12 fraternities at 
SJSU, 
and  the  National 
Panhellenic Council, which has 
six member sororities on campus. 
National Panhellenic sorori-
ties take an unconventional 
approach to Rush Week. Instead 
of competing against one another 
for prospective members, 
Panhellenic sororities Alpha Phi, 
Delta Gamma, Delta Zeta, Alpha 
Omicron Pi and Kappa Delta 
gather all their prospective mem-
bers into groups and 
give them 
tours of each house.
 
"All of the girls are
 broken up 
into 





Kevin Sullivan/ 1, 
,,  , 
Seniors
 Gordan Lau and
 Debbie Peck take 
a rest In front of the 
Pi 
Alpha Phi 
Fraternity  sign 
Wednesday
 afternoon 





A public forum was held 
Monday 
evening
 at the San Jose 
Convention Center concerning 
the city of San Jose and San 
Jose State University's joint 
library project, a 
project
 that 
will bring San Jose and 
SJSU's  
book collections under one roof. 






discuss  what has 
been accom-
plished
 and to respond to a 
pub-




began  the 









plans  for 







 retirement age 
good











Security has been 
providing protection to 
Americans  of all ages. It 
is considered the most 
successful social pro-
gram. 
Worries are starting to 
arise as the baby boomers 
are getting ready to 
retire. Most of them will 
be retired by the year 










million  not working. Currently there
 
are 120 million Americans working and
 140 mil-
lion not working. The 
prediction for year 2030 is 
160 million 
workers  and 250 million non -work-
ers. 
It scares me, 
but  I am a strong believer of this 
system. 
America is a strong 
democratic  government 
that has its ups and downs, but for some reason 
it always manages to get out of trouble safely. 
One-third of 
all  Americans think there will be 
no Social Security money for them when they 
retire. I also want to think like that
 when I hear 
on the news that in 1950 
there were 17 workers 
supporting each retiree, and by the time the 
baby boomers retire there will be only
 two work-
ers for each  retired person. 
Every time I get a paycheck from work, most 
of the 
money  I pay to the government goes to 
Social Security. I always tell my friends I'm not 
ready to retire any time soon and money for my 
retirement is already being collected. The only 
thing 1 did not realize is the Social Security 
office does not have a little pink piggy -bank with 
a srniley face sticker that says: "Katrina's money 
 DO NOT TOUCH." The money I and every 
American worker pay goes to people that are 
retired right now. 
For many people this is a problem. Why 
should they pay for someone else and not even 
be sure they will get the same support? 
The one idea I read about and really like is 
to raise the retirement age. Right now people 
can take early retirement at the
 age of 62 and 
everyone is able to retire at the 
age of 65. In 
1935 when the social security program started, 
the lift. expectancy was 63 and now it's 76. It 
seems as if at the age of 65 a lot of people are 
still capable of holding at least a part-time job 
for another couple of years. 
The baby boomers showed up in this 
world  
with nothing and they are 
leaving
 with a few -
trillion -dollar pension fund, more money than 
any 
previous  
generation got. According 
to
 this, 
the baby boomers are not doing bad. For now, 
the best idea is to just multiply and make sure 
to raise the kids as caring liberals who are con-
cerned about the elderly. 









































Footwear  gives 
the 'slip' to 
unwary  feet 
They
 come in all shapes and sizes. 
Some even have stuffed animal 
heads on them. But 
beware
 because 
these innocent articles of everyday
 life 
can be a danger to your health. 
I'm talking about slippers. Yes, slip-
pers. This caution may 
seem silly, but it's 
true. I've seen the pain and 
destruction 
they can cause and I'm here to warn 
everyone who will appreciate the informa-
tion. The following three examples led me 
to limit my use of 
slipper
 wear and will 
forever be embedded
 in my 
mind.Srlle
 
The names of the victims in the follow-
ing incidents have been
 changed to pro-
tect their innocence. 
Incident One: 
Cindy was cleaning her kitchen one evening 
when she decided to take out the trash. Since she 
was not wearing any shoes she quickly found her 
slippers and was on her way to the trash bin outside. 
Returning to her apartment, Cindy tripped when 
the tip of her slipper awkwardly hit the pavement. 
She lost control of her body and hit the floor.
 She 
was bruised, bloodied and was missing a patch of 
skin that was now stuck to the floor. 
Incident Two: 
Jan 
was making a quick stop at the grocery store 
one afternoon and had found 
a great parking spot 
up close. As she got out of her car, which 
was parked 
next to a small concrete island with a 
tree
 and some 
flowers, she decided to take a shortcut. As she made 
her way across the mini -island
 she had a close 
encounter of the curb kind and scraped her knees 
and hands. The cause was simply a lack of traction. 
What a shame. 
Incident 
Three: 
It was the first day of the semester 
and 
Marsha  was at home getting ready. 
As she  pulled on her socks she remem-
bered her Nike 
shoes were in her car. 
Since she was running late, she decided 
to wear her slippers to the car and put 
the Nikes on there. 
Unfortunately, her memory had failed 
her  the shoes were in her closet. Now 
that she was 
really late, she made a mad 
dash for 
her house. 
She'd almost made it safely to the side-
walk from the street when she tripped on 
  the curb and found herself face to face 
with the 
sidewalk,
 some grass and plenty 
of dirt. This sad event skinned her knee 
and bruised and scraped both hands. 
This also caused an extensive delay in her depar-
ture for 
school.  
Examining these incidents, one might say it was 
the fault of the slipper-wearer and not the slipper 
itself. However, I've discovered what could be our 
closest link to the real cause of these catastrophes. 
Since many people wear slippers while in a 
relaxed mode, they often drag their feet. I don't 
think that tendency can be avoided, but our use of 
these near-death traps can be altered to avoid these 
concrete collisions. People can slow down, walk care-
fully and lift their feet. 
Once upon a time I used to enjoy the use 
of my 
slippers. Nowadays,
 I limit the use of my Nike slip-
pers to extremely lazy 
occasions
 and hot summer 
days. Most important of all, I take
 baby steps and 
make sure not to 
drag
 my feet. 
I sure wouldn't want to repeat what 
happened
 to 
me  I mean Marsha  on the first day of school. 






Math may not be everyone's best 
subject, but it doesn't take a genius 
to figure out that 27,000 doesn't 
equal 7,346. And it only takes a sec-
ond.day student to realize that San 
Jose State University doesn't equal 
parking. 
SJSU is a 
commuter
 school, but 
unfortunately, it doesn't strive to 
accommodate commuters who have 
a vehicle to park. 
According to Dick Staley, SJSU 
employee
 transportation coordina-
tor, most of 
the approximately 
27,000 students drive to school.
 
However,  the parking garages have a 
total  of 7,346 spaces, leaving more 











 than 5,000. It seems 
that  the school is quick to sell the 
permits, but slow to provide the 
goods. Students assume their 
$81  
semester parking permit guarantees 
them a 
parking
 space on campus. 
That's not an unreasonable assump-
tion. 
Staley said part of the problem 
rests on the school's downtown loca-
tion, which is already short on park-
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classes are scheduled 
to
 accommo-




SJSU  knows what is 
causing 
the parking space 
drought,  why isn't 
a solution on the way? 
Sgt. 
Leon Aguirre of 
the 
University  Police 
Department  said 
the  park -and -ride 
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arrive even 
earlier just to catch a 
ride to the campus. Another alterna-
tive is public transportation. 
Still 
another
 option for students is 
to 






peak -hour parking hassles. 
However, 
what  we want to know 
is this: 
Why  should these 






aren't  enough. A 
re-evaluation  of the 
parking 
crunch  needs to 







students  can 
come to 
SJSU to 












































































































































































































































 me back. 
While I 




 my eyes to 











has been gutted. 
Now San Jose State 
University is pouring 
salt,  grease and sesame 




















 it with a Sbarro




 pub was the 
only  place on 
campus
 that 
didn't  want to take 
your money and 
quickly  herd 
you 
along  like cattle and 
it's
 going to end up just 
another
 line on campus 
that  leaves you 
poor
 and 
sick to your 
stomach. 
Now  there is nowhere to 
escape the perky 
sorority
 girls with their
 ponytails flapping
 in the 
wind, 
who  hippity-hop 
into  my personal 
space 
and 
giggle  out 
something  
about





 their own 
place to go. 
There's a 
Jamba  Juice 
right
 across the 
way. 
Now there 
are no issues to be 
discussed and 
thought-out 
over  Sierra 
Nevadas.  
The 
thought  of using 
facts,  figures and 
respectable 
quotes
 to coherently 
take
 issue with 
the politically 




 is no pub. 
Margaret









Readers are encouraged to express themselves on the 
Opinion page with  Letter 
to
 the Editor. 
A Letter to the Editor is a 200-word response 
to an issue 
or point of view that has 
appeared  in the Spartan Daily. 
Submissions become 
the property of the Spartan Daily 
and may be edited for clarity, 
grammar, libel and length. 
Submissions must contain the




and  suitor. 
Submiuiona 
may  be put in the Letters 
to
 the Editor box 
at the Spartan Daily Office in 
Dwight Bentel Hall Room 209, 
sent by fax to 
1408) 924-3237, e-mail at 
SDAILYejmc.sjsu.edu  or mailed to the 
Spartan Deily 
Opinion Editor, 
School of Journalism 
and Mau 
Communications,
 San Jose State 
University, One 
Washington




 are written by, and are 
the  consensus of, 
the Spartan 
Daily  editors, 
not  the staff. 
Published  opinions and
 advertisements do 
not necessarily 
reflect 
the views of the 
Spartan
 Daily, the School



























































pardon)  for telling 
the whole 
 truth about 










 to a July 
29, 1998 
San Jose Mercury





follow  their 
example  by 
telling the whole truth
 and giv-
ing 
a full apology 
to Monica 










lesbian, I am always 
thrilled to hear opinions
 of 
'heterosexuals when it comes to 
- issues about 
homosexuality  and 
the rights of 
homosexuals.  
Not only do I get to hear the 
beliefs of heterosexuals 99.9 per-
cent of the time in the media out -
:side of school, but I also get to 












 26) could 
have  









 out the 
views  of 
some 
members








 Instead I 
found  myself 
reading








religious  beliefs 





Rev.  Wayne 
Edwards and 

















By the way, I 
had  no idea that 
the 
prospect  of gay 
marriages 
being 
legal  would 




couples who are 
getting married. 
Thanks for 







 to lack 
'class' 
If
 anyone has ever 
wondered 
why a surprisingly large 
amount of San 
Jose State 
University
 students don't gradu-
ate in 




It's not because 
we as a stu-




 we can't 
get the 
, classes 




 to me, 






 puts them 







at the same time,
 but many are 
only offered at 




makes  it 
extremely
 diffi-
cult to take the 
classes
 required 
by the university for 
graduation. 
Personally,
 I have had 
difficulty
 
getting the classes I 
need  every 
semester 
I have been at 
SJSU,  
and  I find it extremely 
frustrat-
ing. 
It would be great
 not only for 
myself, but for 
the other 27,000 
students 
at this school, if the 
movers and
 shakers in 
this  uni-
versity would
 finally do 
some-
thing to take





 letter will be 






ners,  and maybe 
next  semester 
we won't 
have to try and
 fit 15 
units into
 the same 
10









purpose  on 
campus
 
T am writing in 
response  to the 
- 1May 11 letter
 to the editor 
written by Douglas 
Evans. Since 
Mr. Evans appears
 to be misin-









 serves a 
vital 








ing alcohol and other
 drug 
abuse,
 date/acquaintance rape 
and 
sexual assault prevention 
education. 
Many
 residence hall stu-
dents,  student 
organizations, 




 and other 
interested 
groups








PEP  Center 
has









utilized  by students and mem-















emphasize making informed 
and responsible decisions as 






activities they choose to partici-
pate in, hopefully for the rest of 
their lives, 
but at least while in 
college."
 
But Mr. Evans is correct
 in 
stating that the PEP Center 
also assists students who have 
been sanctioned for community 
service educational 
hours  due to 
alcohol or drug incidents.
 
However, I can assure you 
that every student who has ben-
efited from the community 
ser-
vice education has not felt pun-
ished or humiliated. What we 
are doing is making students 









laws that prohibit drink-
ing on 
campus except at the 
Spartan Pub. 
What you are condoning, Mr. 
Evans,  is irresponsible
 decision. 
makingwhich can have 
danger-
ous consequences. 
Maybe  you 
are willing to 
risk  your life, but I 
am not willing to 
risk my life, or 
to endanger the lives 
of students 





only you, but others 
in your life. We at the PEP 
Center
 believe that students are 
very
 capable of making respon-
sible decisions
 and having fun 
at the same time, as long as 
they 
are provided 
with  accurate 
information  which you 
Mr. 





















 and, if 
she
 does, that 






McCurry  then added,









 uh... wait a minute 
that's 
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meeting  at 6:30 
p.m.
 in the Engineering
 Building, 
Room  366. For more 
information,  
call Tim Cusseaux
 at (408) 297-
0380. 
LIBRARY DONATIONS & 
SALES UNIT 
Ongoing booksale 
every  Tuesday 
and Wednesday from 
10 a.m. to 3 
pm. in Clark
 Library lobby and 
Wahlquist 
Library
 North, Room 
408. 
Donations  welcome. For more 
information, 
call the Acquisitions 
Department
 at (408) 924-2705 
SJSU 
CONCERT  CHOIR & CHORUS 
Still accepting 
singers  for fall 
semester. Please 
call Choral Office 
at (408) 924-4332 or come to the 
Music Building, Room 




KAPPA  DELTA PHI 
"Stakeout" barbeque with Pi 
Alpha Phi in front of Student 
Union at 7 p.m. For more informa-





Meeting at 7:30 p.m. in the 
Student Union's Costanoan Room. 
For 






workshop at 12:30 p.m. in 
the Student Union's Almaden 
Room. For more information, call 
the Career Resource Center  at 
(408) 924-6033. 
CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY 
Daily Mass from 12:10 - 12:36 
p.m. at the Campus Ministry 
Center 
at the corner of 10th and 
San Carlos streets. For more infor-
mation, call Ginny at (408) 938-
1610. 
EPISCOPAL CANTERBURY COMMUNITY 
Welcome dinner from 5:30 - 7 
p.m. in the Student Union's 
Pacheco
 Room. 
BE -ENTRY ADVISORY PROGRAM 
Brown bag lunch/welcome
 party 
from 12 - 1:30 p.m in the Student 
Union's Pacheco Room. For more 
information,
 call Jane Boyd at 
1406) 
924-5950  
SCHOOL Or ART & DESIGN 
Student 
Galleries
 Art Exhibits 
from 10 a.m to 
4 p m through 
Thursday in the Art
 and Industrial 
Studies 
buildings
 For more infor-





for violinists, violists 
and cellists.
 Open to all community 
members 
Mondays
 and Wednesdays 
from 7 - 9 p.m. in the 
Music 
Building's Concert
 Hall. For more 
information, call 
Jun  Nakahayashi 
at (408) 924-4647. 
SJSU 
WOMEN'S
 CIA's Rvoar Tium 
Continuting
 practice: 
all  new 
and interested students are wel-
come at 6:30 p.m. 
at South Campus 
near the track. 
For more informa-
tion, call Christina at (408) 244-
7494 or Coach 
Karl
 Laucher at 
(408) 267-7117. 
STUDENT LIFE CENTER 
Welcome Day 
'98: resource fair, 
entertainment and free ice cream 
from  10 a.m. - 2
 
p.m in front of 
Student Union, including 7th & 
9th Street Plazas, Art Quad and 
Amphitheater For 
more  informa-
tion, call (408) 924-5950. 
Sparta Guide is provided free of charge to students, faculty and staff The deadline for entries is noon, three days before desired publication date 
Entry 'Mins are ucailoble in the Spartan Daily Office Space restrictions may require editing of submiwons 
LOS 
ANGELES
 (AP) - The Wesley 
Snipes' vam-
pire 
action  movie "Blade" remained 
the top movie in 
North 
America  for the second 
week  and 'There's 
Something About Mary" 
showed an unusual gain in 
business in 
its  seventh week, figures 
showed  
Monday. 
As the summer 
movie  season crawled to a close, 
"Blade" collected
 $10.9 million at the box office, 
bringing its total to 
$34.7 million, on a low -competi-
tion weekend that saw the only two new movies - 
"54" and "Why Do Fools Fall in Love" - open weak-
ly. 
The low -budget 'There's Something About Mary' 
continued to surprise Hollywood
 observers after 
nearly two months. Its box office gross rose 9 percent 
from last week to $8.4 million, for a total of $116.2 
million. 
The top 10 movies
 at North American theaters 




theater  locations, average receipts per 
location, total gross and 
number  of weeks in release, 
as compiled
 by ACNielsen EDI Inc.
 and Exhibitor 
Relations Co. Inc.: 
1. "Blade," New Line, 
$10.9  million, 2,351 loca-
tions, $4,647 average, 
$34.7  million, two weeks. 
2. 'There's Something 
About Mary," 20th Century 
Fox, 
$8.4 million, 2,401 locations, $3,488 
average,  
$116.2 million, seven 
weeks. 
3. "Saving Private Ryan," 
DreamWorks,  $8.1 mil-
lion, 2,774 
locations,  $2,917 average,
 $155.3 million, 
six 
weeks.  
4. "54," Miramax, $6.6 
million,
 1,859 locations, 
$3,556 average, $6.6 million, one week. 
5. "Why 
Do Fools Fall in Love,' 
Warner  Bros., $3.9 
million, 1,369 
locations,  $2,883 average,
 $3.9 million, 
one week. 
6. 'Ever After," 20th Century
 Fox, $3.8 million, 
1,910 locations, $1,978 average, $48.5 million, five 
weeks. 
7. 'How Stella Got Her Groove Back,' 20th 
Century Fox, $3.6 million, 1,383 locations, $2,638 
average, $28 million, three weeks. 
8. "Snake Eyes," Paramount, $3.57 million, 2,243 
locations, $1,594 average, $46 million, four weeks. 
9. 'The Parent Trap," Disney, $2.9 million, 2,041 
locations, $1,438 average, $56.2 million. 
10. 'Dance With Me," Sony, $2.88 million, 1,467 






(AP) - David Duchovny thinks 
fans of "The X -Files" are as 
zealous  as the Beatles 
hordes way back 
when.  
"It's 
very similar in the intensity of our fans, 
emotionally, especially as the end of the show 
becomes inevitable," he said in the June issue of 
Details magazine. 
So which Beetle would he be? "I guess John, 
because I'm the most outspoken," Duchovny said. 
He added: "I 
want  a disclaimer there. I'm so 
uncomfortable with the Beatles thing. It's just the 
kind of thing people love to get angry 
about. I 
never want 





Greece  (AP) - The 
mayor of a Greek
 
island
 denies that 
Princess  Diana told
 him she 
intended to 
marry Dodi Fayed. 
The 
Mail,  a British tabloid, 
claimed




 that she 
planned 
to
 return to the island
 after her trip to 
Paris in order to 
marry  Fayed. 
Diana and Fayed,
 along with their driver, were
 
killed in a car 
crash  in Paris on Aug.
 31, shortly 
after Diana and 






 saw a traditional 
wedding  and 
said she 
would  have liked a 
wedding
 like that, the  
mayor told 
the Associated Press. 
Quotesfor  the 
Day  
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 Keenan was 
joking around when he intro-
? duced "Aenima" as a song 
about 




 at the San Jose State 
; University Event Center on 
Sunday night. 
  Actually, the song 
is far from 
. . 
.t;.: any sick recreational sport. It is 
.. about California's
 apocalyse. 
Keenan sings about praying for 
#? . comets to crash, tidal waves to 
hit  
and ground to give 
way. He 
wants the ocean to flush all the 
junkies, hipsters, materialistic 
 :. and overly self-conscious people 
away. The repeated refrain is 
:: learn to swim," advising sur-
vivors to swim to the newly 
. formed Arizona Bay. 
Someone should have been 
throwing out life jackets to audi-
ence 
members because if 
Keenan's lyrics came true, they 
would have been the first ones to 
get sucked under. The audience 
was the California "circus 
sideshow" that the song 
describes
 flushing away. The 
piercings, tattoos, drugs and "hip 
gangster wannabes" were proba-
bly the reason the band wrote 
the 
song.  
The sold -out crowd didn't 
mind, though. Lyrics don't mat-
ter, moshing does. . . right? 




-and -a -half -long per-
formance was 
vintage  Tool: clean 
sound, politically incorrect the-
atrics, crass humor and obscure 
visuals decorating 
the stage. 
If Tool is known 
for  one thing, 
it is its 
consistent  live shows. 
That's how 
the band became 
Lollapalooza mainstays,
 entered 
the  mainstream 
and  earned a 
strong diverse
 fan base. 
The hard sound










tar are the shark










 (L -R) Adam Jones, 
Justin
 Chancellor, Maynard James
 Keenan and Danny Carey 
played in front of a sold out 
crowd  Sunday night at the San Jose 
State
 University Event Center. 
lantly glides through the water 
to stalk helpless prey. The heavy 
drumbeat and Keenan's effort-
lessly prolonged yell are fero-
cious as it sinks its teeth into the 
victim. 
The 11 -song set offered some 
of the regular Tool songs such as 
"Opiate" and "Stinkfist." Of 
course, the band played "Sober," 
the only Tool song to get consis-
tent radio airplay. Ironically, the 
fans were forced to be sober; the 
Event Center wasn't selling beer. 
Since the soberfest was  the 
final show of the tour, Keenan 
said the band decided to add 
some surprises.
 
The band opened the show 
with "Cold and Ugly" from its 
first album, "Opiate." Keenan 
came out impersonating a 
Swaggartesque  television evan-
gelist, wearing 
a suit, a Phil 
Donahue
 wig and enough make-
up to make Tammy 
Faye Baker 
jealous. While he waved a Bible 
through the air, his whispers
 
went to loud, smooth yells about 
being "scared 
as hell" of a world 
that is "cold and ugly." 
The band also covered Ted 
Nugent's "Stranglehold"  the 
most 
uncool  thing a modern 
band could
 do. The song turned 
out O.K., though. Buzz Osborne 
from the Melvins joined the band 
on guitar and 
traded  off vocals 
with Keenan, 
who  stripped 
down to a bra (yeah, he's a guy 
with small breasts) and shorts. 
During the middle 
of
 the set, 
the show 
dragged.  When the 
band played the 13 -minute -plus 
I\ \I 
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 like much tone to prow 
you're
 capabie of berg a 
leader 
But it you're tough smart  and deterrilfill,
 ten 
weeks  and a 
lot of 
hard work 
could make KC an Officer 
of
 Manors And Officer
 Candidates 
School (O(S)  is where 
you it
 
get the chance to 
prow you've got what
 it takes 
to lead a He full 
of excitement full of chaVenge, fuN




 got what 
it
 takes to be a 
leader, wel cow you ten weeks
 to prow it 
mew! 
For more information meet with Captain 
1)avid  Sosa Outside the Student 














 instrumental, it was 
restroom time. 
The 
band redeemed itself 
when it played the thundering 
"Forty Six




 would make 
Charles
 Darwin proud. 
The
 Melvins opened the 
show 
to prove the
 theory of devolution 
 and that's a 
compliment. 
These grunge forefathers, who 
never 
made  it big and are best 
known for being one 
of Kurt 
Cobain's favorite bands,  put on a 
show that 
was noisy and aggres-
sive. The band's sound was early 
metal,
 a combination of Black 
Sabbath

































































































 gaining some 
momentum in 
the pop world 
with their new video. 
A 
little  accordion here, a lit-
tle acoustic guitar 
there and 
of course some of 
those ever -
popular rap 





 not too dangerous 
Barenaked Ladies.
 
Hey, even the Crash Test 
Dummies had a hit, and Bare-
naked Ladies haven't
 fallen 
too far from that one hit 
won-








 the Dummies 
and 




is a radio/video 
ready little
 number just 
wait-
ing to be burned
 into your psy-
che and mumbled ad nause-
urn because 
you  never really 




 that rhythm has got 
some hooks. 
With its dance 
hall style rap interlude, 
how-
ever tame, "One Week" serves 
up 
some soul like only a 







has  its 













































song  paints a 
simple  
picture. The
 way a few
 drinks 
wash away
 trouble or mai--
that party just
 that much h -t 
ter  
usually
 at the cost of 
your 
integrity.  
A simple song with a 
heady  







 this track 
isn't half 
bad either. 









 and music 
that rocks enough to 
wake  you 
up from the five prior
 
tracks.  
If you've got 
the radio-
friendly "One Week" stuck in 
your head, take a few deep 
breaths and turn the  radio
 
back on to get another fix. If 
you must buy it, wait a few 
weeks. "Stunt" is bound to 
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 2,000 people 
during 
a recent concert held at a packed 
Cesar Chavez Park in downtown 
San  Jose. The event was part of the "Free Music in the Park" series 
presented
 by 
Metro  newspaper. The series finale, 
starring  Jazz performer 
Phoebe  Snow,








ANGELES (AP)  
escape
 the shadow of his late 
Kevin Bacon says he's not the brother,
 River. 
best part of his new radio 
show. On the set of 
"Return to 
The actor, director and 
musi-  Paradise," Phoenix, who 
plays
 an 
clan has been hired to 
host 'The American 
facing
 death in a 
Guitar Show with Kevin
 Bacon," Malaysian 
prison,  showed up 
a weekly 
AMFM Radio gaunt 
as a ghost after apparent-
Networks show
 in which rock 
ly not eating. 
guitarists  will discuss 
their And during
 filming of next 
influences  and share 
anecdotes.  year's 
"The
 Yards," the 23
-year -
The first 
show, feature Eddie old 
actor  banged his head into a 
Van Haien, 
Queen's Brian May 
piece  of oak when asked 
for more 
and Aerosmith's Joe 
Perry,  will emotion 
during  one scene. 
be broadcast this weekend. 
Phoenix ended 
up with a  welt, 
'These are some





 in the same room lis- 
But  Phoenix, a strict vegetar-
tening to them play or to 
what ian like his brother, 
does draw 
they
 have to say is fun for me," the line. 
Bacon told 
Daily  Variety in an do. 
anything
 except put 
interview last week,  






YORK  (AP)  Joaquin 
River
 Phoenix collapsed in 
Phoenix is working hard to 
front  of a LAM Angeles nightclub 






 (AP)  
Tough -guy 
actor  Steven 
Seagal




 to pass an 
anti -cruelty 
bill aimed at help-
ing 
thousands of 
homeless  dogs. 
Seagal,
 who 

















'the ad, claims count-
less 
dogs







 rounding up 
and killing stray dogs by drown-
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 world as 
his  research 
center. 
The San Jose 
State University
 





based  on 
what 
he's
 read, has just 
about 
seen it all, from 
children forever 
maimed by 
land mines in 
Sarajevo






























America.  His 
travels this 
year





 his native 
Greece. 
He is taking 
another 
trip, 
this one to South 
Africa, in 
less than three 
weeks.  










Balkans.  He has 
authored 




In 1996, the United 
Nations 
asked Danopoulos
 to serve as an 
election observer






don't  know 





one had to 
note subtle differ-
ences in dress












 two people of 
different 
faiths  met on the 
sidewalk. 
"When you see two
 people not 
talking,  you know 
they're differ-
ent religions," he 
said.  
He was 







 Danopoulos is 





ences with a larger
 number of students
 as his Political 
Science  150 War 
and Peace
 course is 
transmitted
 by video to five
 other area colleges.
 
declined. He 
said the Sight of 
children 
who had lost limbs 
to 
land 
mines was too 
much  for him 
to handle. 
He
 is scheduled 
to travel to 
Cape Town, 
South Africa, Sept. 
18-22
 to deliver a 
paper  on 









 said his experi-
ence is something
 you can't get 
from a 
book. 
"It's one thing to read," he 
said. "It's quite another to 
see it 
with 
your  own eyes." 
Some
 of his students think 
Danopoulos  is a better source of 
information
 than the media. 
"He's actually 








 "He's one 
of
 the more 
objective
 people I've ever 
met.  
He does




 senior Marcelus Suciu 
said he likes
 the fact that 
Danopoulos
 does not 







"He's  very 
caring. 
He's  a fun 
































"As  you 
get






to take his 
classes,  and 
soon
 you 
end up losing 




 she said. 
Terry 
Christensen,
 the chair of 
SJSU's political 
science depart-
ment, likes what 
Danopoulos 
brings to the campus. 
"He brings
 an awful 




"He cares about 












students, as well as writing, pub-
lishing and delivering papers 
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 of the 
WAC led
 the top 
eight teams
 in the 
con-
ference   
the 























University  of 
Nevada, 




































































ons look strong 
to defend their 




including a 35-24 





 Missouri, the 
Rams only 
look to get 
stronger,
 
returning  with 
15 starters. 
With  the benefit of 80 
percent
 
of his offensive line 
returning,  
fifth -year





tion to find 
wide  receiver 
Darran  
Hall and halfback Corey
 McCoy. 









give the CSU 
offense  
enough firepower to match 
its 
It would seem difficult for
 the 
Falcons to duplicate
 last year's 
10-3 
season











also-rans Tulsa, TCU, SMU and 
the two other
 service academies 
could be the 
tonic to help an 
offensive line with 
one  returner. 
A strong offensive line 
is a must 





Singleton,  Qualario 
Brown  and 
Blane Morgan are to 
gain more 





























year  under his
 belt to 
employ 






his team to 
to remain 
focused  






turned a 7-4 




 into a 
mediocre  season 
with two losses 
to Air 
Force and Fresno 
State to 
finish the year. 
Jay Stoner threw
 for 1,890 
yards 
last
 season and 
with 




Christian  Univesity 
After















is installing a new 
offense 











ger 15 points per 
game last year, 




needs  to improve
 if 









the kind of suc-
cess he 























 of 14.9 
points per 




  The Rams
 defeated 
Michigan State 
University  23-16 
on Saturday
 in their 
first game 
of the 
season.  If they 
can  win the 
next game,
 at home 
against  
University 
of Colorado, it's 
smooth 
sailing  to 
another
 bowl. 
Prediction   10-1 
4111. 
nents to 12.4 
pointslier  gait* 
(third
 in the 
nation),  
will
 have a 






























 will also 
receive an 
early 
season  test 




































































 as it 
will





















































through,  but 
they will 
have 







Rice  must 


















 led by 
running 
back  Michael 























 to the 24th 
ranked 
offense




 of team rules 
led to 




-year  coach Jeff 
Horton 
gives Denton another 
shot 
is still uncertain. 
Without  Denton, UNLV will 
be forced to go with 
Kevin  Crook 
(536 yards











The Mustangs look to 
capital-
ize on the momentum of five 
straight conference wins that 
closed out last season. 
Quarterback Chris Sanders put 
up modest numbers (678 yards 
passing and 6 TD's)
 in sharing 
time with Ramon Flanigan. 
SMU's move to a punishing 
ground attack should take some 
pressure off Sanders. Kelsey 
Adams,  who had five straight 




Hurricane defense put them 
112th in the nation last year. If 
they are to improve 
on their 2-9 
season they can't allow oppo-
nents to scamper up and down 
the field 
scoring
 at will  last 
season 
Tulsa opponents scored 
40 or more points
 in seven of 11 
games. 
and 
10 TD's) and linemen 
Neal 
Gray, Mike Vietor 
and  Charles 
Torello should propel the
 Owls to 
















































hasn't  won a 







 BYU and 
Rice 









Prediction   4-7 
100 -yard rushing games last 
season, should 
carry the bulk of 
the load. 
KEYS  The offensive line 
needs to open holes for Adams to 
run  through and the defense 
must allow less than the 329 
yards per game it did last year. 
Prediction  5-7. 
The defense hinges on sopho-
more returners Phillip 
Abode,  
Ashon Farley and 
Leon
 Walker 
and whether their 
baptism by 
fire was a strong enough lesson. 
KEYS  
In a word  
Defense. 









 has the quality 
classes you 
need to help 
your educational 
goalsyour local 
Silicon Valley Colleges: Evergreen 




what  option you have
VISIT either campus and register 
for our Fall 1998 semester.
 
Explore
 whenFALL 1998 
CLASSES BEGIN AUGUST 24. 
Explore where to goYou 
have 
lots of choices, but
 when it comes 
to preparing you
 for your future, 
there's only
























It's really convenient to take classes at a 
community college. The
 classes are smaller, 
and 
more  importantly, lam transfer my genend 
education classes to a CSU system without 












































De La Torre/ Spartan Daily 
Gina  Troxell warms up with her teammates in 
a scrimmage game in 




University will host the game against Santa Clara





and we hit better than we have 
Staff Wnter 
before," Burningham said. 
Five starters are returning 
from the 1997 lineup, including 
The Spartan women's 
volley-
 middle blockers Joslynn 
Gallop,
 
ball team is taking on 
Santa a sophomore; Melissa
 Myers, a 
Clara University 
Broncos  senior; outside hitters 
Nicole  
tonight at 7 p.m. at the
 Event 
Hintz and Tanya Kamau, both 
Center. The last time the two
 seniors; and junior setter 
teams met, the Bulldogs 
defeat-  Michelle Sarkees. The 
key loss, 
ed
 the Spartans 3-0. 
Holly Froloff, selected for the 
Head coach Craig Choate said 
1997
 second team all-WAC, is 
that his team had played
 one of now the team's 
assistant  coach 
their worst games ever, 
along with Gary Mano. 
"They (the 
Broncos) really Freshmen
 contributing to the 
caught us on a bad day, but 
we
 1998 team are setters Savannah 
are definitely more ready to 
play
 Smith and Rachel Johnson and 
them this time," Choate 
said.  outside hitters Gina Troxell 
and  
Last year,
 San Jose State 
Brianna  Blair. 
University completed their 
first  "We did get some really good 






a i d . 
record of 14   "Brianna  
17-14 










































3- prepared for playing
 
































fourth. BYU ended up 
winning the second team all -state her 
the
 WAC Championship. 
senior year. 
"Overall, we could have done "I  am very excited to start 
a lot better last season," Choate playing in college," Blair said. 
said. "We won the matches 
we
 "The difference between high 
were supposed to win but not a 
school
 and college is big. We 
single one above that." 
have a great team. It will be a 
Senior middle blocker/outside good game." 
hitter Jill Burningham, who Burningham is 
optimistic 
graduated in May and is 
now  about Tuesday's game. 
getting her teaching credential,
 "We haven't played together 
believes the team is much so 
much  yet," Burningham said. 
stronger than last year. 
"We work well as a team, and I 
'The team is better 


















 on the right foot by enrolling in 
the  Air 
Force 
Officer Training 




officer in lust 12 weeks 
From 
the  start you'll enjoy great pay, 
complete medical and dental 
care, 30 






 to travel and 
AIM MN 
see the world 
To
 discover 
how  high 
a career in the Air 
Force
 can take 
you, call 1 -800
-423 -USAF, or 
visit 












two  units of 
Credit! (It's up to you) 
* Free 













of Marching Band equals 


























experienced  young ladies 







 flag unit) that performs
 and 
travels 
with  the band. 
Marching
 
Band meets 3:45 p.m. 
to 6:15 
p.m.  MWF. 
Call 924-4643 for more information. 
kitaft  
wI




















A four -game winning 
streak




home ended kr 
the San Jose Clash
 Clash head coach




 the Cokrado said his team played 
with 
despera-
Rapids in Saturday's Major League 
tion. 
Soccer game at 
Spartan
 Stadium. With 15 
minutes
 left in the game, 
Rapids  midfielder 
Ross
 Faille, Clash 
forward Francisco 
Uribe 
soared the first goal 23 minutes into headed in 
the teams' only goat 
the game. Two minutes 
later,  defen- "I knew it 
wasn't  going to make a 
sive back Peter 
Vermes increased difference 
in the game, but I 
Colorado's lead to 2-0. The Clash 
promised  my son I wouki soxe a 
fought hard to catdi
 up but were goal for him," Uribe said 
unsuccessful. The Clash, 
at 10-16 and 
24 
The Rapids' third and final
 goal, points, remain in last place in the 
scored
 by forward Marquis White six-team Western Conference.
 The 
forty-five seconds into the second top four teams 
in the conference will 
half  decided the 
game. Ramer make it into the Omega 
Clash player Paul Bravo assisted With six games 
remaining  in the 
White in the goal. 
season for San Jose and Dallas, 
'That last goal took the wind out three consecutive regulation wins 
of their sails. It killed them," Bravo for the Clash will secure a place in 
said. the playoffs. 
Clash
 defensive back Eddie A regulation victory advances, a 
Lewis, who missed two penalty team's overall league points by 
kicks, said the ittian was still hope- three, as opposed to  
one point for a 
flu 
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Street 




with any other otter. 
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page  1 
closing 
of 9,337.97 on July 
17. 
Less 
than  two months after 
peaking 
above  9,300, the Dow 
Jones  industrial 
average  of 30 
major American
 companies fell 
512.61 
points  or 6.4 percent
 to 
7,539.07,  a loss of 4.7 
percent
 for 






The loos, the second biggest in 
points behind the 554 -point 
drop 
suffered 
last  fall on Oct. 27, 
extended the
 Dow's sharp drop 
from the July
 17 record of 
9,337.97  by 1,800 points, or 19.3 
percent.
 
The Dow's 512 -point loss
 sur-
passed the 508 lost in the "Black 
Monday" 
crash  of Oct. 19, 1987, 
but it was
 well short of the 22.6 
percent lost on that day. 
"My clients 
are very upset 
and 
very mad,"
 said Brian 
Graser, investment executive at 
PaineWebber financial services. 
"I had a couple who lost about 10 
percent
 of what they 
invested   
that's about a 
couple  million dol-
lars." 
This is expected around 
Silicon Valley where stocks are 
more volatile, according to 
Howard Combs, chair of the 
marketing, management of 
information systems and deci-
sion sciences department in San 






the valley have more 
interna-
tional exposure, and
 they tend to 
be 
hit harder with 
things  that 
happen
 overseas," 
Combs  said. 
Around
 Silicon 










 lost 23.40 per-
cent, closing at 
18 points. 
"It doesn't 
necessarily  mean 
bad news




Combs  said. 
"People tend 
to panic, but this 
decline could 
also mean a good 
buying
 opportunity
 for those 
who
 are looking






Silicon  Valley might 
now be 
reluctant to 
expand  and 
hire 
new people. This
 may also 
mean
 a decrease in the
 purchase 
of big -ticket 




estate  agents around
 the 
area are 
already seeing this in 
their  immediate future.
 Manny 
Antipuesto, a real estate 
agent 
for Century 21 Alpha, is 
predict-
ing a change in real estate 
trends in the Bay 
Area
 before 
the end of this year. 
The housing market 
in the 
Bay Area has been hot since the 
beginning of this year with real 
estate agents competing against 





sands of dollars more than  the 
asking price for homes around 
this area," said Antipuesto. "But 
that's about to change. We 
might have a 
buyer's market in 
just a 
few months." 
But Combs said it is too soon 
to predict any long-term effect 










 page 1 
get tours of the
 different hous-
es,"
 said Ola 
Samuels,  mem-











which  of the 
sororities  
they 
will  join. 
According to Kat 
Missimer, 
member of 
Delta Zeta, a 
prospective 




sorority  she 
will 
join by finding 
the  one 
with 
whom  she "clicks." 
"Each 







money  may be a 
factor in deciding
 which soror-
ity to join. 
"Women 
need






Elek,  "that 
women 




 they will 
join." 
Elek, who








 need to look 







various steps to 
ensure  
that  Rush Week 
is a positive 






























done  in 
order






when  a 
(prospective  


























never  allowed 
in the 
sororities, it is 
not considered 
a problem 








 are members 
of the 
Council 
have  regulations 
con-
cerning active member 
contact  































































Estrada  said 
that  although 
her 
sorority 









wrong."  Estrada 
said that 
members
 of Alpha 
Pi are not 
allowed to 

















 Week. All 
Greek 
organizations  have 
a 
period of 
probation  or pledg-
ing that





 a member of 
a fraternity










 as well 
as for most of the
 independent 




















 or has 
any 
questions  








go to the 
organization  s 
table in front
 of the Student 
Union within 






















be at the 




 3, 9 am to 3  



















may  be 
misleading  
people.  
The  Dow 
industrials




points  on 















































than  the 
latest news. 



















 he had been 
in 




Federal  Reserve 
Chairman 
Alan 
Greenspan  and 
with offi-
cials around the 
world. 















"The fundamentals of the 
United States economy 
are 
strong," Rubin 










 Dow, which was up 
18.1 
percent for the year at the July 
record, is now just 
68 points 
away from its first 
"bear  market" 
decline of at least 20 
percent 
since Iraq's invasion of Kuwait 
in 1990. 
Even so, analysts 
were  careful 
to 
point  out the 
difference  
between






growth is going 
too  slow, but the 
whole recession
 thing? We don't 
think it's nearly 
that  bad," said 
Robert Streed, senior 
invest-
ment 
adviser  at Northern 
Trust  
in Chicago,
 noting that low 
bor-
rowing costs 
should  keep U.S..
 
consumers 
spending.  Notably, 
interest 








































































 loss of about $500 
million  
on Black Monday 1987.
 
While few stocks were spared 
in Monday's 
rout  the number 
of stocks that fell outnumbered 
those that rose 
by
 nearly a 7 -to-
1 margin  the day's big declin-
ers included many of the popular 
stocks that had been holding up 
well compared with the rest of 
the market. 





























Md.  (AP)  
Mike Tyson
 was 
involved  in a 
minor car 
accident 
















 was a 













 car in 
front of 
hers,  said 
Derek 






Tyson  got out 

































































"Because  of 
the  reports 












Tyson,  he  





















Baliles  said. 
The Tyson 
group 































 19 at a 
hear-







 if the 
state  will 
let









































 Bus2 90. 


























































































Librarian Kay Thorne, who has 



















worked  for 
SJSU for 
over  30 parking.





















highly  skeptical," Thorne
 space parking 
structure  north- 
LAS VEGAS
 (AP) - 
Potential
 jurors were
 man if he 
would  have some 











 libraries and college east 
of Fourth and San 
Fernando  
asked
 about their 
racial attitudes
 and the 
death  his 
friends
 if he acquitted a 











streets. penalty Monday 
as the trial began 
for a teenager 
accused of a racial
 killing. The 











 what City Librarian




 strangling a 7 -year
-old
 girl in a casino 







service  they provide." 




















library  as well as its 17 branch- Jeremy 
Strohmeyer,
 19, of Long 
Beach, Calif , 
could  face the death 
penalty, life in 







 expressed during 
the es, feels







 assualt in the without parole, 











 advisory group 
is 
thinking





 Iverson at a Primm, The jury 
would be 
called 













 resort where 
the  girl was 
playing














 as her 
father  gambled. 
Among those 
questioned 







 will have primary 
















 for any police matter
 well as the campus 
community. allegedly 
confessed
 to  police that 
he








within  the joint
 library, and the It 







 said imposing 
it
 would be "difficult,
 








continue  to 
dents," she said. 
Prosecutors have 
also suggested the
 crime was even
 more so for a 






have  private 
sercurity
 on site,  racially motivated
 - the suspect 
is
 white and the 
Strohmeyer stood















the  woods 
allowed  to consider 
that during the 
guilt  phase of 
The case has 
attracted
 wide publicity,
 in part 
the trial. 
But 
the  judge has 
ruled
 that jurors won't
 be questioning
 he took notes on 
a yellow pad. 
because  
Stroluneyer's
 friend David 
Cash Jr. has 
During individual
 questioning, 
prosecutors  said he 
saw
 Strohmeyer begin 
to assault the girl 
spent nearly an 
hour with the first
 prospective but 
did  not intervene, 
and
 did not tell authorities
 
juror,
 a black man. 
later when 
Strohmeyer  allegedly 
told
 him thathe 
Asked about race, 
he said that  race is "the
 first killed her. 
thing that
 comes to mind when
 there is one black 
Primm is about
 40 miles southwest





















 than in 
the  
other two games. 
Played on 
the largest
 of the 
three 
fields, the object was to 
bring a 
flag
 from the 






I spent this time talking to 
the paintball field 
owner,  Ronald 
Chick. Chick considered 
team-
work to be 
the most important 
element of success 
in paintball. 
"The two things that are the 
keys to 
success




Chick  said. 




the  day before heading 
home there were no 
expressions  
of anger. 
Everyone  was talking 
about the various battles during 
the day with only a touch of 
hyperbole.
 
"Everybody is over there com-
paring welts," as Delta 
Upsilon 
brother Tim Walker 






The SPARTAN DALY 
mews no dabs for products or 
services rahlerthed below nor Is 
there wry guarantee WOW& The 
celled colones of the Si  




 not approved or 
vielfisd by tle newspaper. 
EMPLOYMENT 
EXPERIENCED  NETWORK TECHS 
Tandem
  S15.12/hr.
 PT school 
year, FT other. Install, configure. 
troubleshoot 
UNIX  workstations. 
If qualified,




Sillan - Fax: 323-5311,
 email: 
rsillan0AOL.com,  
mailbox:  Eng. 
Bldg. room 284, CISE dept. 
CARING,  PEOPLE ORIENTED 
Person
 
w/ability  to encourage & 
support persons w/DD. Must be 
fun & 
creative.  P/T,F/T. benefits, 
flex schedules. car 
248-4464.  
CHILDCARE, f&F, it 
$6/HR.


















students ok). Hourly pay plus 
commission





hrs/week.  Work w/ 
4 
year old 
boy  w/autism. 
Major
 
focus on play 
& communication 
skills. 408.294-2712. 
DATA COLLECTORS WANTED 
for Stanford Health Ed study. 









TUTORS  NEEDED 
Mon.Fri.  3pm.8pm. 1st grade 
through
 High School. Make 
$1.000 per 












 10arn. to 7pm. 
Detail Oriented
 Order Puller 
$6.00 Per 
Hour 










Monday  Friday 
8am.
 to 5pm. 
1404 S. 7th 
St. San Jose 
Corner of 
7th & Nrna. 
PART TIME:
 HANDYPERSON/ 










































STAFFING POSITIONS. Bring your 
smile
 







 whets the customer
 























 cell 358.5055.  
















 Rexene PT/FT positions
 
 Dew, Eves, Weekends 
 Teem ErrAmninent 
 Mn
 6 ECE required
 






































Erp/refs. req.  Call 800442-9947.  
ACTICN NURSERY/PRIMARY 
PLUS seeking Infant, Toddler. and 
Resdnd Teecheis and Aides. F/T& 
P/T positions available. Substitute 
positions
 are also available that 
offer flexible hours. ECE units are 
required for teacher positions but 




 for Child 
Development majors. Please call 
Cathy for an intenew at 2441968 
or fax resume to 
2481350. 
ARTIST ASSISTANT. Close to 
school. Steady work,
 vaned roubne. 
Flexible hours. Computer &/or 
graphics  expenence helpful,  
not 
required. Bob 9844003. 
LOCAL FIRM 
NEAR CAMPUS 















 in elementary 
schools. Need: 
car & experience 
with kids. Excellent 
Pay!
 Call: 
Mad Science of 

















 4- TIPS 




ALMADEN  EXP SAN JOSE 










Office:  greet 
visitors; 











 - half days. 
Contact:
 Grace 
Prasad,  Office 
Manager, at  
287-7383 ext. 238. 
SMALL WORLD 
SCHOOLS 
Is hiring Teachers. Aides & 
Subs 
for their 
School  Age Child 
Care
 
Centers in Sal 
Jose.  ECE CD, 
Psych  Soc. 
or




Competitive  Pay,  
Excellent





If you are 









Great for Students! 
Serving Downtown SanJos e. 
Inner City Express. 
22W. Saint John St. San Jose. 
TEACHER INSTRUCTOR
 P/T-Elem 
Credential NOR Degree Required.
 
Enthusiam  a must! Great & Fun 
Teaching Exp. VM: (4(8) 287-4170 
at.444
 EOE/AAE 
VALET PARIUNG ATTENDANTS 
Ambitious  and energetic 
people 




 Flexible, will work 
around you 
school  schedule. Also 
looking for golfcart drivers
 for 
Saturdays and
 Sundays only. Lots 
of fun and earn 






to our voicemail. 
Leave name and
 number where 
you  can be 
cork/letter',   
i
   
TELEMARKETING  
PT/FT. We 
sell discount subcriptions to 
Bay 









 from SJSU. 
Hourly  $S
 plus bonus. Media 





$9/hr,  filing, copying & 
misc 
clerical work, computer 
exp  
helpful. Call 408/453-2130. 
SMALL  MATTRESS STORE. 
General help. WI train.
 FT/PT Rex. 
Good job. 
Pans OK Ed 279-3553. 
SECURITY 
Abcorn
 Private Security 
We will train you. 
Student Friendly. 
FT. PT. 
Wliclys  & 
All shifts. 
flexible  Schedule. 
408.247-4827  
OVUM DONORS NEEDED 







Gift of Life!!! 
$3.300 stipend 
& expenses paid 
We especially need 
Japanese  and Chinese Donors. 
PLEASE CALL US AT WWFC 
(SOO) 314-9998 
BILLING & COLLECTION CLERK 
Partbma position available at the 
Spartan Daily using computerized 
bang 
wean. Menem cr accountirs 
malor preferred. 10 
hrs/wk,
 flex. 




NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY 
Great Job for Students. 
F/T 




Top Pay vid/ Many
 Benefits! 
Call or apply in person, 
(408) 286-5880 
5550 Meridian Ave. Si. 
betheen Sat Calm 
&Pairrica,
 
betind te Cad at Party Stele. 
WANT TUTOR FOR 
H.S. JUNIOR 
Math. 













Elementary  Schools. 
Degree or 
Oeiential






 ad 408 
ECE/AAE 
REPS/TRANIERS NEEDED 
Degree not required. One of the 
largest telemunicallons cos. 
in amenca needs you. Terrific 
opportunity
 for aggressive 
self-starters to own 
their  own 
business. Full 
or part-time. 









 program. P/T 
from
 2.6pm. M -F during the 
school
 year. Some P/T morning 
positions available from
 approx. 
7ans1.lam F/T during summer day 
camp
 prog. Xlnt salary, no ECE 
units req. Los Gatos-Saratoga Rec 
Dept Call Janet at 3154-8700 
x223 
LOOKING FOR LOCAL PART TIME 
pad interns to work as 
field  reps 
for a music marketing
 & promotion 
company based in Los Angeles. 
Must have transportation. Must 
be over 18. Flexible hours. Call for 




EXTRA  CASH $ 
up to 8600/month!
 
Become a Sperm 
Donor.  
Heathy males, 1940 years old 
Univ.
 Students/Grads/Faculty  
Contact
 
California  Cryobank 
650-324
 1900, M -F, 
8-4:30 
DAYCARE TEACHERS. 
K-8 school seeks responsible 
individuals for extended daycare. 




experience  with 
children 













 in to fill 
out an applicaiton.
 551 E. Santa 
Clara St. (at 12th). 
USE A PHONE LATELY? 
Licensed public












 expansion coming 
soon.








who  wish to 




Intermediate or Advanced. Learn 
any style: Jazz.
 Blues, Rock. 
Fusion. Funk.
 




at 408 298-6124. 
MINIMS 
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN I 
Only $5700 per year. 
Save 30%  60% 
on your dental needs. 
For info call 1800-655-3225. 








Please call Dave Bolicir.M.A at 
(510)101-9554 or 
email bolIckelbest cam 
VISA/IslesterCsrd  accepted. 









UYour own probe or disposable. 
335 S. Baywood Ave. San
 Jose. 
247-7468 
MEN & WOMEN 










 hair. Back Chest 
Lip 
 Bikini -Chin- Tummy etc. 
Students & 
faculty
 receive 15% 







 Today Gone Tomorrow, 
621 E. 
Campbell







CHEAP!  Get 
rid
 of that 
junk 
you're
































Graduate  Studies. 
Thesis. Term 
Papers, 
Nursing,  Group Projects. 
Resumes.




















Special Student Programs 
Serving SJSU for 20 years 
'Great 
Rates  for Good Drivers" 

















 may role the 
reader to 
specific  telephone 
numbers 




Claserted readers should be 
fUngrocied
 that, when making 
these further contacts, they 
should require complete
 
Information before sending 
money for goods 
or winicoe. 










vacations or merchandise. 
DAILY  
CLASSIFIED  - 
LOCAL RATES FOR NATIONAL / AGENCY RATES CA1.1. 
408-924-3277  
Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces











Two Three Four Else 
Day 
Days  Days Days Days 
3 Ines $iS  $7
 































 $1 per 
dizerge
 
AFiri toorwiline 25 spaces) set in bold for no ***
 
words ervillable in 
bold
 for








15-19 lines: $110 
Acktess 
Send check or 
money  order la 
Spartan Daily Classifieds 
San Jose State Universal/ 
SanJoss CA 95192-0149 
 Classified desk is 
located In Negro Bent. 
Hall, Room 209. 
 Deadline: 





ids we probed.  No refunds
 on canceled ads. 
 Rates  for
 corseciAve 
publimllone  dates 
My. 
SI QUESTIONS? CALL 
(405)924-3277  
 Special student rates available for these
 
classifications.  $5.00 for a 3 line
 ad for 3 days.
 Ads must be placed in person 
in 
DBH209,
 between 10am 
and 2pm. Student
 ID required. 
**Lost & Found ads
 are offered free, 
3 lines for 3 days, as 





















 Sale* _Insurance  
_Autos For Sale* _Eresdainrnanr
 
_Comptes,























 Laundry Room 
Village Apartments 




OWN  ONE, RENT THE 
OTHERS  
Great  investment, 3 
rental units. 
Close to SJSU.
 Zero vacancy. 
Well
 maintained. $299,950. 
Call 






































Rd. Si. between 
W/85 & 280 neer












12 Fable writer 
14 
Jai  - 
15 Fishing boat 
16 Cowhand's rope 
17 Small shelters 
18 


















30 Film genre 
32 Dumbfounded 
33 Trash leaver 
37 
Not  courteous 
38 Divulges 
39 "Quo Vadis'r 
star
 






Gertrude  - 
44 Noon 


















Sicilian  volcano 
62 Actress Adams 
63 Fish 
64 Movie unit 









 PUZZLE SOLVED 
MEMO 'AMMON OMMM 
MOO °MUM DOOM 
OCUMOMMMON WINO 
NOMOOM WINN MEMO 
ODOM 
ONO 
MEMO MOO EIONMON 
NDOUN MMOUM MOU 
OOMNOMN OMNUOOM 
UNO ONMMN OMNNIA 
MCMINN OMM MOM 
12120 WNMOM 




















5 Chimney part 
36 CFL's - Cup 
6 Consume 38 Inhaled 
and 
7 













42 London movie 
10 





























Actor  Jamie - 

























































































the U.S. for only 
10¢ a minute. 




needs  are AT&T 




AT&T One Rate Plus: IN a minuteone low rate all the time
 on state -to -state calls 
you dial from
 home. Whoever.
 Whenever. Wherever you call 




$4.95  monthly fee. 
AT&T One Rate Off Peak: IN a 
minute on your state -to -state, direct dialed 
calls 
from home from 7pm -7am 
and 
all weekend 
long; 250 a 
minute
 all other times. 
And there's no 
monthly
 fee.* 
Sign up with AT&T and get 100 
minutes  FREE. 
Call 














cafe:M.0M  apt ,ner n+, Nat's 
pfnen-n,
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